SUGAR SMART Campaign webinar
Wednesday 27th September 2017

11.00 Welcome and housekeeping, Vera Zakharov, Sustain
11.05 Introduction to Sustainable Food Cities, Sofia Parente, Sustain
11.10 SUGAR SMART campaign overview: campaign update, using a cross-sector approach, upcoming actions - Sofia Parente, Sustainable Food Cities Campaign Coordinator, Sustain
11.25 Go SUGAR SMART: developing your campaign, support and resources, using the website - Vera Zakharov, Sustainable Food Cities Campaign Officer, Sustain
11.40 SUGAR SMART in practice: advice & inspiration from Exeter, getting sectors on board - Ruby Entwistle, SUGAR SMART Exeter coordinator, Public Health Devon
11.55 Key Messages, Q&A & discussion, Vera Zakharov, Sustain
12.30 Ends